IT’S NOT ABOUT ME
Welcome to our study in Romans. We are in Chapter 12, where the rubber
meets the road.
Romans 12:9-21
What is the key word in these verses? Another
REVIEW —
“In view of God’s mercy: (12:1)
“transformed by the renewing of your mind” (12:2)

“do not think of yourself more highly than you ought” (12:3)
#1. Love in humility (vv. 9-13)
Love is sacrificial, brotherly & affectionate
My need: spiritual fervor; faithful in prayer
#2. Attitude of humility (vv. 14-17)
“Live in harmony” = mindset of harmony

“Do not be proud” = do not cherish proud thoughts
“Do not be conceited” = do not keep thinking how wise you are
“Be careful to do what is right” = give thought
#3. Action with humility (vv. 18-21)
The verse I notice and think about the most:
If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone.
Matthew 5:39-47
Mature believers are called to jump into the deep end.
Reflective Questions:
1. What might a friend do to you that you would have trouble forgiving? Why is it so
difficult to forgive when we have been hurt by someone?
2. What phrase in Romans 12:9-21 gets your attention? Why? What does it mean to
you?
3. How can we have the possibility of living these verses? Why is it important?

Newcomers’ Lunch
Next Sunday, May 6th @ 11:30am

If you are a recent attender (within the past four months) we would like to invite you to join us for
lunch next Sunday after our gathering. This is an opportunity for you to ask questions & to get to
know our staff & for us to get to know you. If you plan to attend, please write “Newcomer” on a
Connection Card & turn it in at the end of our gathering today.

